Bright ways to
light up your pool

BWT LED UNDERWATER LIGHT

PAR56
STANDARD

Available in 2 versions
COLOUR LIGHTING with remote control:
To create colourful mood lighting in the water, this lamp can
be lit with 11 different static colours or 5 automatic colourchange sequences. The guts pack, exclusive to BWT, provides
a harmonious blend of colour.
The last program used remains in memory. A reset function is
available.
WHITE LIGHTING:
Ideal for replacing 300 W incandescent lamps, it can be used
to provide soft, warm lighting in pools up to 10 x 5 m.

Advantages:
▪ Compatible with most niches available on the market.
▪ Ideal for renovation projects and replacements.
▪ Simple, safe installation.
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The PAR56 lamp is ideal for replacing 300 W
incandescent lamps.
One-size fits all, it is compatible with most
underwater lights available on the market and
offers excellent value for money.

PAR56
TM
ECOPROOF
The PAR56 Ecoproof lamp can be used to replace your
current LED or 300 W incandescent lamp. Universal and
100% watertight thanks to its rear connection chamber.

Available in 2 versions
COLOUR LIGHTING with remote control:
To create colourful mood lighting in the water, this lamp
can be lit with 11 different static colours or 5 automatic
colour-change sequences. The guts pack, exclusive to
BWT, provides a harmonious blend of colour.
The last program used remains in memory. A reset
function is available.

Advantages:
▪ Compatible with most niches available
on the market.
▪ Suited for new builds, replacements and
for renovation projects.
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WHITE LIGHTING:
Ideal for replacing 300 W incandescent lamps, it can be
used to provide soft, warm lighting in pools up to 10 x 5 m.
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▪ Simple, safe installation.
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Compatible with all types of pools, this light is perfect
for polyester shell pools and pools fitted with a liner!
This underwater light can be screwed into a 1.5“ threaded
vacuum point or throughwall flange.

TOP TIP

FLAT
UNDERWATER LIGHT

Initially sold with a white face ring, the flat
underwater light is now available in light
blue, beige, light grey, dark grey and mattfinish metal. Match the colour of the ring to
the colour scheme of the pool and delight
your clients!

Available in 2 versions
COLOUR LIGHTING with remote control:
To create colourful mood lighting in the water, this lamp can
be lit with 11 different static colours or 5 automatic colourchange sequences. The guts pack, exclusive to BWT, provides
a harmonious blend of colour.
The last program used remains in memory. A reset function is
available.

Advantages:
▪ Compatible with all types of pool in which a
conventional underwater light would cause issues
with leaktightness,
▪ Simple and safe installation thanks to the installation
kit that comprises 2 heat shrink connectors.
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WHITE LIGHTING:
Ideal for replacing 300 W incandescent lamps, it can be used
to provide soft, warm lighting in pools up to 10 x 5 m..
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MINI UNDERWATER LIGHT
Light up your spa, the steps of your pool or your
submerged deck! Designed for installation in new builds,
the BWT mini underwater light illuminates specific
areas of your pool. Can be screwed into 1.5“ threaded
throughwall flange or vacuum point.

Available in 2 versions
COLOUR LIGHTING on/off:
To create colourful mood lighting in the water, this lamp
can be lit with 11 different static colours or 5 automatic
colour-change sequences. The guts pack, exclusive to
BWT, provides a harmonious blend of colour.

WHITE LIGHTING:
Ideal for new builds, this underwater light can provide
gentle, harmonious illumination of zones as large as 5
metres in the pool.
The light is switched on and off by cutting and reestablishing the current in the pool‘s electrical panel.

TOP TIP

The last program used remains in memory. A reset
function is available

The back of the support features 1.5“
male threading, so the BWT miniunderwater light is easy to install
without any special tools.

Advantage:
▪ Compatible with all types of pools
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TOP TIP

TUBULAR
UNDERWATER
LIGHT

Create colourful mood lighting in your spa, or around
the steps or submerged decks in your pool!
Designed to be installed in new builds, the BWT tubular
underwater light can be used to light up specific areas
of the pool. This underwater light is screwed into a 1.5“
threaded vacuum point or throughwall flange.

Once screwed into the vacuum point,
this underwater light disappears into
the throughwall flange!
Perfectly discreet!

Available in 2 versions
COLOUR LIGHTING with remote control:
To create colourful mood lighting in the water, this lamp
can be lit with 11 different static colours or 5 automatic
colour-change sequences. The guts pack, exclusive to
BWT, provides a harmonious blend of colour.
The last program used remains in memory. A reset
function is available.
WHITE LIGHTING:
Ideal for new builds, this underwater light can be used to
provide soft, harmonious illumination in pools up to 5 x 3 m.

Advantages:
▪ Compatible with all types of pools
where installation of a conventional
underwater light could cause issues with
watertightness.
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RADIO CONTOL
MODULE

TOP TIP

Stress-free operation of your installation! Available in 1
and 4 channel versions, the BWT remote switch module
can be used to control several underwater lights without
modifying the electrical installation.

Fitted with connectors for cables with a
cross section up to 6 mm2, the remote
control module can be installed without any
specific work on the underwater light‘s very
low voltage electrical supply.

Advantages :
▪ Excellent
performance
▪ Easy installation
▪ Hard wearing
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Dealer‘s stamp:
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